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MAKING LIFE EASIER FOR HORSE AND RIDER SINCE 1985

To WIN this 30 year prize pack, be sure to look out for it:

- In store at your favorite Horseware retailer

- Online at horseware.com/30year 

- Horseware supported equestrian events

- Social media  

WWW.HORSEWARE.COM  |  03

Get social with us! 

Limited Edition Prize Pack!Exclusive

Printed
cooler

Original
Duo

Silk scarf,
bag & 
keyring

win this
pack!

win



meet the
testers

Our very own Horseware Barney, ridden by Peter 
Thomsen, were part of the 2012 London Olympic 

Gold Medal winning three-day even team!

BIG FOOT
Age: 26 
Fav rug:Rambo all in 1
discipline: former 3*
eventer
quirks:thinks he’s a
tough guy but is really
a big softie. 

Some of our favourite shots sent in 

from our Horseware fans of their 

#rugsforlife, living up to their name!

We test rugs on over 100 

horses worldwide, here are 

our favourite resident testers 

from just down the road from 

Horseware HQ!

We take rugging seriously 

here at Horseware. All our 

test rugs MUST PASS our 

rigorous criteria:

Our rugs are not just for horses!

1998 

Therapy Horse Bear- 1995

Rugs for life

Pennywhistle Mattie

1996
kiwi

Rosie
1990 

1999

Checklist

The original tester!

Iconic IrishConnemarra

Our queen bee

Pony of thepack!

Tear Test
Breathability Test

Waterproof Test

Rug Pattern
 Test

Fit Test
Six Month Wear Test

Withstands Irish
 Weather Test

Washability

P P

P
P

P P P

P

foxy
Age: 12 
Fav rug:Rambo supreme
discipline: amateur 
speed jumping champion
quirks: our Resident
diva, but all business
in the competition ring!

basil
Age: 15 

Fav rug:Amigo 
pony 

turnouts

discipline: mo
unted

games champion

quirks: quinte
ssential 

pony: fiesty, 
loves

treats & think
s he’s

king 

rollo
Age: 18 

Fav rug:Ra
mbo origin

al

discipline
: Champion

working hu
nter pony

quirks: es
cape artis

t;

the grass 
is always

greener on
 the other

side of th
e fence!
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Patented Leg Arches
Allows the rug to fold like an envelope 
around the belly, to protect and give 
more freedom. 

Wipe clean
 tail cord

 
15

Celebrate in style with the ultimate all season rug featuring a 

detachable liner in our signature iconic Green with Red Trim. To 

celebrate our 30th year, we have made 1,985 (to commemorate 

1985, when Horseware was incorporated) in our signature colour 

combination. 

Limited

Edition 

only 1,985 made!

Surefit Neck Design
The Surefit neck design allows the rug to 
sit well in front of the wither relieving any 
pressure and giving the shoulders room, 
designed to fit all, sizes of horses around the 
neck

LEG ARCHES

BREATHABLE LINER SYSTEMWATERPROOF

SECURE SURCINGLES

DETACHABLE HOOD® INCLUDED 

Patented V-Front 
Closure
Lifts the rug off the 
shoulder so it doesn’t 
rub and makes it more 
comfortable for grazing. 

Reflective Safety 
Strips

Three secure cross 
surcingles
For extra protection and a 
safety system for quick release 
under extreme pressure.

Detachable 100g hood Liner System
The 300G shine enhancing polyester 
liner stays securely in place with our liner 
loop system

Dual 
purpose

so breathable 
it doubles as both a

turnout and 
a stable!

V-FRONT CLOSURE®

Ballistic nylon outerOne of the toughtest fabrics on the market and super slippy so other horses cant get a grip on it with their teeth. With a 3 year waterproof guarantee!Antibacterial lining insideFor healthy skin and a shiny coat.
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rugs for life since 1985

€375

Limited Edition 30
     Year Rambo® Duo



Unparalleled protection, and your 

ultimate defense against the coldest 

winters! The Rambo Supreme with 

Vari Layer® offers the latest layering 

technology, by offering more 

warmth, with less weight. By using 

additional thermobonded fibrefill 

layers across the hip and back, 

where horses lose the majority of 

heat, Vari Layer is able to keep the 

heat retention, and offer your horse 

the ultimate cold weather turnout. 

This ground breaking rug

offers more comfort with less 

weight.

 
Autumn/Winter

Rambo® Supreme turnout 

with Vari Layer®

Vari-Layer technology 
also available in the 
 Rambo Stable Plus.
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unparalleled 

Winter 

Protection!

€188

 Medium - €340 
heavy - €354 



amigo® bravo 
plus turnout

UPDATE ALERT!

We’ve reinvented our best selling 

turnout to make it even better. 

Made from a strong waterproof 

and breathable 1200D polyester 

outer and including fibrefill for 

warmth and a shine enhancing 

polyester lining. Now with our 

patented V-front closures and 

cut to our sure fit neck design, 

eliminating pressure on the 

shoulders. Available in 400G, 

250G and 0G weights.

Sizes 5’6-7’3 (115cm-165cm)

We’ve added a Lite Rug 

to the line, giving you 

a lightweight option for 

those milder weathers.

New
colours

New Navy with Strong Blue & Black, 0g

New Navy with Blue, Strong Blue & Black, 400g

New Navy with Red & Blue 
250g weight

New 0g weight Our patented V-Front 

closures lift  the rug off 

the shoulder so it doesn’t 

rub and makes it more 

comfortable for grazing. 

NOW with our patented V-Front closures

MAKING LIFE EASIER FOR HORSE AND RIDER SINCE 1985 WWW.HORSEWARE.COM  |  11

250 4000

“Practical, durable and 
reliable, the Amigo Bravo 12 
Turnouts keep my horses dry 

and cosy during the rainy and 
cold UK winters. I never worry! 
Perfect if you want Horseware 

quality on a budget.” Lizze Brown
Eventer

€190

€180

€200



New
0g lite

Also available Rhino® Wug® Turnout

Charcoal with Light Purple check 

with Charcoal & Light Purple

The design is different than any of 

our other rug collections, as Rhino® 

uses a four layer barrier technology 

to create a super tough waterproof, 

yet breathable turnout rug. This 

top layer is made from a durable 

1000D Polypropylene outer that can 

withstand harsh winter abuse, and 

is water resistant so water sits on top 

without seeping through. This top 

layer protects the next layer which is 

actually the waterproof layer. So, even 

if your playful buddy puts a small tear 

on the outside, the waterproofing of 

the rug will not be affected, the outer 

layer acts like a shield.

AquaTransTM 

coated 
waterproof 
layer is 
protected by 
outer layer.

Tough 
Polypropylene 
outer 

Thermobonded 
fibre fill stays 
warm and dry.

Anti-static and anti- bacterial 
polyester lining that also keeps the 
horses coat smooth and shiny.

Perfect for a 
narrow horse with 
high withers.

Four layers of 

tough defense 

against all the 

weather elements

Top Tip!
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“Rhino’s barrier technology make it 
the perfect winter turnout rug for my 
horses. Winter rugs take a beating, 

and Rhino always withstands the worst 
of winter days season after season.” 

Sam Watson
International Eventer

rhino® plus
turnout

Heavy - €207
Medium - €193

Heavy - €228
Medium - €207
Lite - €196



Amigo® Hero 6 Petite Plus 
Turnout

Amigo® Petite Plus Stable

hidden surcingles for 
added security

Amigo® Petite Show Rug Amigo® Petite Jersey Cooler

Amigo® Petite Cosy Stable

Use Rambo Rug Wash 

to keep your hood 

clean. The hoods are 

lined with a polyester 

shine enhancing lining 

and this keeps the 

mane in top condition. 

handytip!

Behind the scenes on the 
AW15 shoot R+D in the field

Introducing our New Amigo® Petite Range. After an 

overwhelming demand for rugs that were designed 

specifically for the miniature equines, we’ve taken 

our trusty and stylish Amigo® line and shrunk them 

down for a complete collection tailored exclusively 

to the Petites.

Amigo®  Petite Cosy Stable
also available in horse size!

We worked closely withSummer Rose minatures, breeders of American minature horses, to develop this range. All these rugs have been tried and tested on these petite champions.

Fact file!
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PETITE
COLLECTION

New

little
& 

large

€100

€104

€30

€84

€80



The stylish choice, perfect 

for a glamourous look at the 

show grounds. Made from a 

luxurious, durable wool like 

outer.

Rambo® Diamante 
Show Rug

Padded wither area 

Hidden surcingle for added security

Rambo® Diamante Saddle Pad

Headcollar

Rambo® Diamante Ear Net

Rambo® Micklem®
Diamante Competition
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diamante
collection

Introducing our most fashion forward 
Rambo® collection: The Diamante Range. 
Add a touch of sparkle and glam to your 

horse’s wardrobe, without sacrificing 
quality. With exquisite diamante detailing 

throughout, you are sure to make a 
statement wherever you go with the pieces 

in this collection.

Make heads turn!

Embellished Competition Jacket

€38

€60

€25

€75.95

€160

€185



We’ve brought our Vari- Layer® technology to our Amigo® 
Stable Range. Vari-Layer® technology uses additional 
layers of fibre-fill across the back and hips for the ultimate 
in heat retention and comfort with less bulk. Made from a 
durable yet breathable 600D polyester outer with all the 
great features you would expect from Amigo!

Top Tip!

New

BREATHABLE LINER SYSTEMWATERPROOF

Compatible 
with our 
liner system ! 

AMIGO®

Stable Vari-Layer® Plus

RAMBO®

Optimo Stable
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“Perfect for my show jumpers, the split allows for 
ultimate comfort and shoulder freedom, especially for 

my bigger horses who need just a tad more room.” 
Cian O’Connor

Our split technology 
allows greater freedom of 
shoulder movement and the 
wither padding prevents 

neck rubbing

in the
stable

Heavy - €180
Medium - €160 Heavy - €130

Medium - €110
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®

- Unique Shape relieves sensitive areas and 
pressure points on the horse’s skull 

- Padded, wider head piece with no narrow 
nose band strap underneath creating poll 
pressure.

- Design alleviates pressure on the upper jaw, 
and nerves on the side of the face.

- Higher fitting nose pieces avoids pressure on 
the delicate nose bones.

A comfortablemore humane bridle

“The Micklem Bridle is a great invention and ideal for horses that are 

inconsistent to the contact, they can’t grab and drop the bit so they 

settle in the mouth. Training horses is all about finding the key to each 

individual and the Micklem Bridle is a very useful and sympathetic aid.”

Harry Meade, 
International 3-Day Event Rider

Harry and the incredible Wild Lone, who is sadly missed by all in the equestrian community.

International Eventer, three times Olympic medallist

Eventer

Peter Thomsen

Andrew Bourns

+ Horseware’s Barney Olympic Gold Medallists
London 2012

© Jenni Autry

William Fox-Pitt

Niklas Lindbäck

best selling

bridle

Marilyn Little
+RF Demeter, Rolex Three-Day 

Event 2015, 2015 Pan-American 
Gold Medalllist

as seen on stars....

Showjumper

multibridle - €170

micklem original 
competition - €160
micklem deluxe 
competition -€175
micklem diamante 
-€185
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From the yard to the ring, we have your horse 
covered from start to finish.

Start by getting their coat gleaming with our new Rambo® 

Dry Rug. Our super soft micro fibre towelling rug that not 

only polishes their coat to a high sheen, but dries them 

in record time, making your life easier knowing your 

superstar will be looking their best before the big class.

Make sure your superstar stays 

comfortable and clean with our Rambo®  

Airmax Cooler, which works perfectly as 

both a travel and stable sheet, as well as 

a cooler. Its advanced fabric construction 

helps your horse gradually cool and stay 

comfortable as the inner fabric helps 

wick away moisture, whilst the air pockets 

help to trap warm air to keep them 

comfortable. Perfect for after winning the 

big class, to help your champion cool out 

comfortably and in style.

You can still look competition ready 

ringside on the dreariest of days with our 

Rambo®  Mack in the Sack. Protect your 

tack and your horse with our super slick 

lightweight waterproof rug, which acts 

like a rain jacket for your horse! Covers 

your horse and tack from head to tail, 

with a neck cover, belly strap and stirrup 

slits so you can still ride whilst your horse 

and tack stays dry. 

Rambo® Dry Rug

Rambo® Airmax Cooler

Rambo® Mack in a Sack

Great to use as an 
extra insulating 
layer in winter.

Handy Tip!

also available  in pony size

Fast drying microfibre towelling cloth

adjustable multi-
fit front

Rambo® Airmax Cooler

Rambo® Mack in a Sack

Rambo® Dry Rug
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show ready

“Must have for my team! I keep them in my trailer at all times for unpredictable weather at competitions.” Sarah EnnisInternational Eventer

“Dries my horses 
quickly which is 

necessary in a busy 
yard. Their coats 
are always left 

gleaming!” 
Scott Brash

World #1 Show  
Jumper

€85

€67

€55



A REVOLUTION IN INFECTION CONTROL

“My dog had a crack across his nose that was not clearing up. I had tried putting 

creams on, but he licked them straight off. I spoke to a saleswoman and decided  

to give it a go. Within a week it has healed up.”

“My old horse Jack suffered so badly from mud fever that he almost 

died from the subsequent infection he got in September 2011. Despite 

numerous treatments prescribed by our Vet, nothing was clearing his 

legs and he was self-mutilating them. Since using Hypocare, his legs are 

completely healed. I would strongly recommend Hypocare to anyone 

whose horse is suffering from mud fever.”

Keep a bottle of Hypocare handy. This non-sting infection control product is perfect for irritations caused by mud fever. 

handy tip!

These tendon & fetlock boots are designed to protect your horse’s leg, without 
compromising their comfort. Tough PVC hard outer shell gives optimal tendon 
protection, while the soft neoprene lining is comfortable against your horse’s legs. The 
anatomical cut away shape is designed to prevent pressure points, and the double 
Velcro closures give a secure fit. Single Velcro closure for the fetlock boots. Your new 
favourite open front and fetlock jumping boots! Sold as a set of four, and available in 
sleek black or charcoal for a polished show look.

Leg protection where it count
s!

The perfect everyday brushing boot. One 
wrap quick closure allows for even leg 
pressure, and the raised edge offers ease of 
use. With perforated neoprene to keep legs 
comfortable and prevent overheating. 

The best in travel protection for your 
horse. Our Rambo travel boots are 
made from a tough outer with a re-
inforced panel for added saftey, and 
have a soft lining ensuring your horse 
travels comfortably. Make sure he arrives 
in style, by co-ordinating his travel look 
with our luxurious Rambo range!

Our easiest b
oot
yet!
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Amigo®  Easiboot

Rambo® Travel boots

Rambo Travel boots, Navy & Cream

Amigo®   Tendon

& Fetlock 

€55

€25

€95

€13.50

€13.50

€20

€25

€14.50

€14

EN tests prove that Hypocare kills 

the pathogens associated with 

Sweet itch infection*, Mud fever and 

ringworm within 15 seconds.

*Hypocare attacks the secondary 

infection caused by midges

EN tests performed by BluTest 

Laboratories Ltd, UK

 For more information vis i t  W W W . H Y P O C A R E . C O M 
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ICE-VIBE
C I R C U L AT I O N  T H E R A P Y

If you’re on the go, keep up 
to four sets of Ice-Vibe® 
Cold Packs chilled in the  

Ice- Vibe Cool Pack. 

handytip!

Knee Wrap

Boot

Hock Wrap
“Warm up legs pre work 

with just vibration, and 

cool them down with 

cold packs and vibration 

post work for the ultimate 

on leg care.” 

handy tip!

“Ice-Vibe® boots are an 
excellent cold

therapy system. We use 
them on the

horses after strenuous 
exercise and find them 

to be very effective and 
easy to use and the 

horses appear to be very 
comfortable wearing 
them. I believe they 

are the most effective 
and user friendly way of 

cooling.”

William Fox Pitt

“Our horses are working horses, and reiners spend alot of time 
working their knees and hocks. It’s important we maintain their 

joints to ensure comfort and soundness. I use Ice-Vibe® as part of 
my everyday routine. Their joints have never looked better!”

Shawn Flarida

circulation
therapy

Full - €230
xFull - €210

 €230

 €230

Shawn Flarida
3 Time WEG Reining 

Gold Medalist
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”Sportz-Vibe® creates a soft and relaxing 
massage for the whole body. Very light and 
easy to use, especially compared to other 
massage rugs. A true must-have for the 
welfare of your horses.”

Our award winning
Sportz-Vibe® for dogs! 

Bocker

The fabric construction of ring sprung brushed polyester helps wick moisture off your horse, so they can cool off  after exercise while relaxing the muscles with a massage!

handy tip!

Kevin Staut

Sportz-Vibe® is ideal for dogs suffering from back or hip conditions and for high performance dogs as a warm up or recovery blanket to help ease soreness and stiffness after long work-outs.

handy tip!

Checklist

Reduces pain

Improves blood  

supply to tissu
e

Relaxes muscles

Reduces inflammation

Improves quality of life

P

P

P
P
P

Sportz-Vibe® is the most comfortable, lightweight 
and portable massage rug on the market. Ideal 
as a warm up or recovery rug, it helps to warm 
up muscles before work and ease soreness and 
stiffness afterwards. Sportz-Vibe’s massage action is 
gentle enough that it won’t over-work your animal’s 
muscles, but will effectively reduce muscle tension.

The removable 
massage panels 
target specific 

areas.

NOW
for dogs!

“I have arthritis in my spine, hip dysplasia 

and I am getting older, so I decided to try 

the Sportz-Vibe® Massage Blanket. Super 

comfortable to wear and the massage 

panels feel great.  I’ve been using it 

twice a day and the amount of time I’m 

comfortable walking has really increased. 

Definitely one of 

‘BOCKER’S FAVORITE THINGS!’

Men in Black Movie Star, Bocker the Labradoodle, TV & Film Celebrity.

Follow me on Facebook!
@Bocker Labradoodle

€470

 xs-m - €165
 l-xxxl - €195 
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Encourage circulation
Stimulate metabolism
Increase oxygen delivery to cells 
and tissue
Strengthen the immune system
Restore pH balance
Reduce blood pressure

Rambo
Ionic® Stable Sheet

A great choice for a travel rug, 

to encourage the stimulation 

of circulation to the muscles 

while they are at rest. With the 

Rambo® Moisture Management 

Technology in the sheet, your 

horse will stay comfortable on his 

trip, without overheating. 

handy tip!

“The Ionic rug and leg wraps 

are great. We use the legs 

wraps on a horse that’s had 

to stand in with injury and 

they seem to have prevented 

extra swelling in the legs. The 

rug is a very low maintenance 

product - the horses think it’s 

just a normal rug and you can 

leave them in it for as long as 

you want, not having to worry 

about them rolling or it running 

out of battery.“

Sam Watson, Eventer

“Both the ionic blankets and leg wraps have 

become a daily necessity at the barn.  I see a 

big difference when using the leg wraps with 

horses that are stall bound and have issues with 

stocking up overnight due to lack of mobility. 

Quick and easy to use, I can trust anyone 

to apply them without hesitating about bad 

bandaging.

I have incorporated the use of the ionic blanket 

for my horses particularly in heavy work.  

Anything that aids to increase circulation and 

helps to remove toxins from muscles, especially 

after a strenuous work out, is a must have for our 

top level horses.  My horses love these blankets 

and always come out the next morning after 

hard work feeling great.”

Philip Dutton  

Two Time Olympic Gold 
Medalist

P
P

P
P

P
P

Rambo Ionic® Stable Boots

€190

€99



DESIGNED FOR FREE SPIRITS SINCE 1985

functional, elegant, 
and versatile 

accessory 

luxurious style with an
athletic touch

ideal transitional
item for the season 

ahead

Snood

Sweater

Socks

“Fashion is art
and YOU are the canvas.”

15

Designed for free 

spirits sin
ce 1985

Autumn/
 Winter

a look at our favourite items

Super snug cowl neck
jacket with cool slanted 

front zip

Padded gilet with popper 
pockets and two way

zips

from our A/W 15 collection
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Atina Jacket

Tara Gilet



DESIGNED FOR FREE SPIRITS SINCE 1985

Platinum

Style note:
accessorise
with the 

winter holdall
& Aviators

Pin me on
Pinterest!
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1. Atina Padded Jacket. 2. Aura Padded Jacket. 3. Serena Fleece Gilet. 4. Gaia Fleece. 5. Albina Fleece. 
6. Theo Padded Jacket. 7. Siena Ladies Breeches. 8. Katia Technical Top. 9. Hat & Scarf set.

1.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

9.

2.

cosy cowl
neck

Anti-bacterial 
treatment

Also available 
in black

€189.95 €164.95

€74.95

€87.95

€34.95 €69.95

€175.95

€159.95

€34.95

8.



DESIGNED FOR FREE SPIRITS SINCE 1985

Style note:
pastel colours

brighten
up any
winter 
outfit

Ladies & Classics
WWW.HORSEWARE.COM  |  37

1. Herringbone Hoody. 2. Tara Jacket. 3. Tara Gilet. 4. Printed Scarf. 5. Finn Quilted Jacket. 6.Fiona Half Zip. 
7. Gara Hoody. 8. Hat & Scarf set. 9. Softie Socks. 10. Canvas Bag. 11. Ladies Denim Breeches.

1.

3.

7.

8.
11.

10.

2.

Also available
in grey

Also available
in navy

9.

5.

new!
i’m

6.

Pin me on
Pinterest!

€37.95

€72.95

€57.95

€24.95
€64.95

€39.95

€99.95
€17.95€6.95€24.95

€59.95

4.
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1. Embellished Ladies Competition Jacket. 2. Men’s Woven Competition Jacket. 3. Sara Competition Shirt.
4. Ladies Competiton Jacket. 5. Long Sleeve Base Layer. 6. Competition Gloves. 7. Woven Breeches.

lace back
detailing

NEW
colours available in the 

Competition gloves

2.
1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Also available
in grey

Super light
& stretchy

Competition

Style note:
Base layers

help keep you
warm during

cool 
weather

€99.95
€99.95

€79.95

€44.95

€89.95
€44.95



DESIGNED FOR FREE SPIRITS SINCE 1985

Style note:
channel sporty

vibes in 
varsity 
inspired
layers

Polo

Pin this outfit
on Pinterest!
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1. Lucy Rugby Shirt 2. Mariette Knitted Sweater. 3. Biba Ladies Padded Gilet 4. Heritage Jacket.
5. Biba Ladies Padded Jacket. 6. Nicole Cowl Neck. 7. Hat & Scarf set. 8. Fifi Tote. 9. Nina Breeches.

7.

Also available
in Navy

1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

2.

9.

€59.95

€129.95

€109.95

€57.95

€132.95

€63.95 €29.95

€29.95

€89.95
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Kids

Style note:
vibrant

colour palette
for cool
winter
styles
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1. Customised Kids Corrib. 2. Reversible Kids Gilet. 3. Kids Ruck Sack. 4. Girls Long Sleeve Top.   
5. Reversible Fleece. 6. Knitted Denim Breeches. 7. Softie Fleece with Ears. 8. Softie Socks. 

Cool boys back
detail

Cool girls back
detail

Other
colour combinations

 available

Reversible to
orange

Reversible to
red

Hood
ears!

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

€59.95

€39.95

€25.95

€33.95

€24.95

€33.95

€4.50
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Founded on luxury hand-crafted Italian tailoring and 
an acute eye for detail, AA is the ultimate artisan 

atelier for equestrian athletes.

Julia Hargreaves

getting measured for her

cutom AA jacket

Order your favouriteAA items online today!

Athens Ladies
Breeches

Aurora
Competition

Shirt

TechnoReady
Competition

Jacket

Style steal:
AUTOGRAPH
YOUR aa
STYLE

like Julia

buy
online!

Shane Sweetnam

“AA offers superior style while fitting fabulously. 
Their elegant yet classic clothing collections is 

second to none. I never have to worry with AA, 
I always know I will look my best in AA while in 

the competition ring.” Janika Sprunger

Georgina 
 Bloomberg

#aaequestrianfashion

follow links on our website & Get social with us! 

#aaequestrianFASHION on your favourite aa look posts

for a chance to be featured on our Instagram! 



New seasons
most wanted!

platin
um

The ultra luxe Trizia Fleece is a firm favourite this 

season. With it’s flattering design and fit, it’s 

versatile enough to be worn over a polo shirt or 

your competition shirt. Turn heads by combining 

it with the Siena breeches and finish this sleek 

minimal look by acessorising with the winter 

holdall bag and HP leather belt to secure your 

place on the fashion leaderboard.   

  

New seasons call for new essentials. 
Whatever the weather these key pieces will have you covered!

trizia fleece
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contrasting 
quilting

functional fashion

polo

ladies

The “Preppy Cool” inspired Mariette knitted 

sweater is bang on trend this season. It’s an 

easy kind of luxury yet casual cool with it’s 

modern varsity print. Wear it over the Aurore 

shirt and Nina breeches and to finish the look 

with the printed Fifi tote bag to stay on trend. 

For those chilly winter days add layers with 

the super cosy Biba ladies jacket and hat and 

scarf set to create an autumn ready look with 

serious laid back attitude.  

mariette sweater

ONA SOFTSHELL

classic
style

fleece
lined

preppy cool

cosy
chic

Make those winter days warmer in the super cosy Ona 

fleece lined softshell jacket. It’s patterned collar adds 

a femine dash of colour, combine it with the new Zara 

sweatshirt and denim breeches for an easy cool look for 

this season. Accessorise with the horse print canvas bag 

and pull on some Winter knee socks bringing style to the 

stables.
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Looks
we love!

“Fun and snuggly warm, 
I love this super cosy 

fleece! Every time I wear 
it my friends all comment 
on it. I love the super soft 
hug this fleece gives me. 

Its a must have winter 

piece“

Paula  32, 
Retail Manager

“This Denim Hoody is fab! 
I love it! It feels gorgeous 

on and its so on
trend. I was super 

delighted to trial it. 
It’s really versatile and 
looks great whether 

you are in the yard or 

hanging out with friends.”

Jane 29, Show Jumper

“This is a great sturdy little jacket, 
perfect for over fleeces and looks 

really cool. As a Mum of course I’m 
delighted that it washes like a dream. 
Anna loved wearing this jacket and 

all her friends wanted one.”

Helena 36 Fashion Designer & Mum

DENIM HOODY

Padded Heritage

KIDS JACKET

Fiona Half Zip 

Fleece

cuteness

overload

atina jacket

“Perfect for beating the morning frosts. 
I love the warmth this jacket gives to 
your legs as well as your body. The 
asymmetric design makes it really 
different and I wear this out and 
about as well as on the yard.”

Pamela 27, Showjumper
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Pin me on
Pinterest!

“asymmetric
design”

“washes like
a dream! ”

i’m
new!
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“A forward thinking, 
performance piece for 

riders training at all levels. 
Beautifully soft and very 
supportive fabric, and 

mesh panels to regulate 
your temperature. It is 

also great to wear around 
the yard as a midlayer 
to keep warm, and the 
thumbholes keep the 

warmth in when you are 
wearing your gloves.”

Nicola 24, Hunter

katia 

long sleeve top

“I absolutely love this padded Jacket! I’ve hardly taken 
it off since I got it – I think it looks great whilst being 

practical. It’s warm and perfect for layering. It takes me 
from the countryside to work.”

Gerry 36, College Lecturer

Finn Jacket

Get social with us! 

Be sure #Horseware on your 

favourite Horseware look 

posts for a chance to be 

featured on our Instagram! 

“performance
piece”



Behind 
the scenes 

get social 
with us to 

have the fi
rst  

look at wha
t we get up

 to in hw h
q!

Our snazzy NEW HQ!

Some of our favourite prize rugs 

from around the world.

Embracing the elements
in Sweden

On location in the Ulster 
American Folk Park

Chantilly Polo Club, 
France

Prize rugs

Global Champions TourSpruce Meadows

NCHA Stakes, Texas
Dutch Sport Horse Sales

Badminton Horse Trails, 
UK

Maryland Million,
USA

Winter Equestrian 
Festival, Florida




